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Tiantai Sect is the first Buddhistic sect after the Buddhism  becoming Chinese 
Buddhism. At present, there are no many researches about the exact establishing time 
of Tiantai Sect, which is thought that was established between Sui dynasty and Tang 
dynasty. This paper is about the transitional characteristic of Tiantai Sect in the period 
of Sui dynasty and Tang dynasty, which is established in the research about the 
situation from period of Zhiyi to period of Zhanran who are the represent of Tiantai 
Sect.  
In the first part, the writer summarizes the distinctive feature of Tiantai thought 
in Sui dynasty and Tang dynasty and the researches the formative process of Tiantai 
thought, which is basis on the criterion of a sect coming to being of Tiantai Sect. The 
perfect criterion system of Tiantai sect embodies the transitional characteristic nicely. 
In the second part, the writer analyzes the detailed invert course from Tiantai 
school to Tiantai Sect deeply from the angle of school and sect , and gets the 
conclusion that the proper Tiantai Sect was established in the middle age of Tang 
dynasty, which is kind of embodiment of the transitional characteristic. 
The third part is basis on the book of Great monk biography continuation and the 
book of Great monk biography of Song dynasty. Firstly, the author simply classifies 
some great monks who live in Sui dynasty or Tang dynasty orderly. Secondly, the 
author studies the place where these great monks of Tiantai Sect missionized and 
campaigned so as to making the developing status of Tiantai Sect clarity. 
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第 55 册到第 59 册分别为天台学概论、天台宗之判教与发展、天台思想论集、天
台典籍研究、中国佛教寺塔史志，这五册中收录了大量有关天台宗研究的论文，
是研究天台宗的重要资料。从 1979 年至今被中国学术期刊全文数据库收录的篇
名含有“天台宗”的文章有 109 篇，篇名含有“智顗”的文章有 17 篇，有关佛
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